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From    MY VIEW   finder 
 

a     message    from    our   president

Harvey

The Disappearing Camera Catastrophe

Some of you may have read that the camera business is in a terrible downward 

spiral.  Sales of cameras in general are way down.  There was recent rumor that 

Panasonic was exiting the camera business (although this seems to not be the 

case).  Regarding this phenomena,  I recently read an article on the Tom Hogan 

blog, byThom.com.  In it Tom states that people are very much connected to their 

camera brands and the possibility that their brand may be gone would be 

catastrophic. How can I take a good photograph if my "OlympuCanikonsony" is no 

longer made!?  We at BPS have members with many different camera brands and 

types all of which are capable of making great images.   

Today's modern camera are all very capable.  The system you choose should 

have the bodies, lenses and accessories that enable you to make the images you 

want.  Those of you who know me for a while know that I was into the Nikon 

system in a big way.  I used to joke that the answer to all photographic problems 

was to buy Nikon.  Today I'm using Olympus.  Both systems do what I want, each 

with its own advantages and disadvantages.  Whichever system you have, stay 

with it.  The most important thing is to know what you camera can and cannot do. 

 Learn your system's capabilities and quirks. Having more megapixels won't make 

you a better photographer.  If your camera system should disappear (however 

unlikely that would be) you still have your eye and passion for image making. 

 Remember that your photographic self worth is not tied to a label on your camera,

it's all about the images you produce. 
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Our April field trip will be on Saturday April 15th to the International 
New York Auto Show. We will meet at  10:00 a.m at the entrance of 
the Javits Center at 655 W. 34th Street beyond the West Side 
Highway. Ushering in the latest automotive trends, the Auto Show 
will showcase an incredible collection of cutting-edge design and 
extraordinary innovation. More than four floors of displays from the 
world’s automakers will feature the newest vehicles and latest 
futuristic concept cars as well as antique motorcycles..  Nearly 1,000 
cars and trucks will be on display at North America’s first and largest-
attended auto show dating back to 1900. here vehicles offer 
interesting colors, angles, and reflections that make for some very 
interesting images. 
The venue is well lit and very busy, so no tripods, please. 

Hope to see you there. 
If you have any questions please email me at: 
elaine_kirchen@live.com 

click for link to auto show

http://www.autoshowny.com/


The Shape of Things: 

Photographs from Robert B. Menschel 

MoMAclick  for link

The Shape of Things: Photographs from Robert B. Menschel 
presents an engaging survey of The Museum of Modern 
Art’s multifaceted collection of photography. Borrowing its 
title from the eponymous work by Carrie Mae Weems, the 
exhibition is drawn entirely from works acquired over the 
past 40 years with the support of Robert B. Menschel, telling 
the story of photography from its beginnings. 

Covering more than 150 years of photography—from an 1843 
view of Paris by William Henry Fox Talbot, the English father 
of photography, to An-My Lê's depictions of US military 
exercises in preparation for war in Iraq and Afghanistan—the 
exhibition underscores an equal attention to the past and the 
present, and a strong belief that they complement each 
other; and that each generation reinvents photography. 
Since Menschel joined the Committee on Photography at 
MoMA in 1977, over 500 works have entered the collection 
through his support, including 162 photographs he recently 
donated from his personal collection. 

EXHIBITION
in NYC

PHOTOGRAPHY

FYI
 

https://www.moma.org/calendar/exhibitions/1667?locale=en
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BPS digital competition 2016-2017

Scores
 

Judge: Walter Kimmel
 

competition #7



ioM - waffles 
anastasia tompkins

hm - you want a slice 
bob feldman

HM - annette collazo-Comito 
orquidea

iom - raquel gonzalez 
group photo



BPS digital competition 2016-2017



digital competition 2016-2017

hm - andrea nelson 
iris

iom- ray green 
fog orchard beach

iom - raquel gonzalez 
stairway to heaven

hm - martin smith 
dried flowers



digital competition 2016-2017

iom - raquel gonzalez 
door by the stairs

iom - anastasia tompkins
vernazza, italy

hm -elaine Kirchen 
girl and graffiti



digital competition 2016-2017

 



SPOTLIGHT ON 

Doreen Rose
 

G
rowing up in Jamaica, two of my older brothers were photographers, semi-professional, 
doing mainly weddings and event photography. We even had a dark room in our house. 
Several times they tried to interest me in photography, but their explanations seemed 

like a strange foreign language to me-“f/stops, depth of field, focal length “,??!!**. So for 
the next several decades, I happily clicked away with various, but always cheap, point- 

and-shoot cameras. 

Then I retired and went on my first exotic trip to Kenya with another cheap point-and- 
shoot camera. Bad pictures! Three months later, I went on the next exotic trip to 

Thailand. More bad pictures!! I couldn’t figure out why the pictures were bad or how to 
make them better. So I decided I had to learn more about photography before my next 

exotic trip to Morocco. A friend of mine suggested I join her camera club, The Fresh 
Meadows Camera Club. I never even knew camera clubs existed! I bought a digital SLR 

camera a few days before the trip, and that’s how my love of photography began. 

At the camera club, I didn’t compete for the first year. I just marveled at the stunning 
photographs, and listened to the comments of the judges and learned so much from 
that. I also learned a lot from the club critiques and from club members who were so 

friendly and helpful. I joined the Bronx Photographic Society because I met Bob 
Schwartz, a member of this club, who also lives on Long Island. He invited me to attend 

as a guest, and I did for two months, and then I joined. 

My photographs have been in several exhibitions including at the Manhattan Borough 
President’s Office, Cornell Weill Library, and the Art League of Long Island. I hope to 

continue to learn and improve my photography as I shoot pretty much whatever comes
in front of my lens. Travel and photography, the 2 best past-times anyone could ask for. 
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BPS BOARD OF DIRECTORS

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

http://www.mmphototours.com/
http://tiffen.com/
http://www.blackrapid.com/
https://www.huntsphotoandvideo.com/
http://clikelite.com/

